
PRESALE PHASE 1: FARBO MULTIPLAYER GAME

Welcome to The Farbo Multiplayer Game

At its heart, Farbo is about community and accessibility, 

which is why the multiplayer component is a crucial pillar of 

Farbo's overall o�ering. Farbo Multiplayer centres around 

three core modes, each seeing players compete against one 

another. Within each mode, players can choose whether 

they’d like to hone their skills in the training module or fight 

for first place in league games or tournaments. For games in 

the Colour League and within tournaments, players must 

o�er FARBO tokens to compete. With the increased stakes 

of these modes, players will be emotionally invested in 

getting gold and grabbing the prize pot for themselves 

(minus a small transaction fee).

Paint Rush is a paint-splashing free-for-all that sees four players racing to 
cover as much of a tiled arena with paint as possible before the time runs 
out. When the clock is up, the player whose colour dominates the field 
takes the prize. 

Of course, it's not quite as simple as that. Scattered around the map will be 
enemies, hazards and usable weapons, each adding new layers of depth to 
gameplay. Enemies and hazards will need to be avoided; failing to do so 
will see players stunned for X seconds—valuable time that could see a 
winning player fall to last place. Weapons, of which one can be held at any 
time, will give players the chance to go on the o�ensive, stunning 
opponents with missiles or laying dastardly traps for them to fall afoul of. 

THE MODES

Battle Royale

Eight players walk in, but only one can leave. Battle Royale sees players 
scrambling to avoid hazards while dodging each other’s projectiles and 
traps. Like in Paint Rush, colliding with an obstacle or weapon will see a 
player stunned, albeit for a shorter period. Unlike Paint Rush, though, they’ll 
also lose one of three lives. If those lives run out, it’s game over for that 
player. Luckily, healing items are strewn around each map, meaning that a 
poor start to a game needn’t spell doom! 

Race Craze is a four-player rush to collect three paint brushes and reach a 
painting that serves as the finish line. The mode is similar to its single-player 
equivalent, but there are some key changes. Firstly, it is impossible to fail in 
collecting the three brushes: they cannot disappear, and the player can 
‘mess up’ in that respect. Secondly, players can collect the brushes in any 
order: there are no prerequisites. Finally, like in Paint Rush and Battle Royale, 
players can make use of items and must avoid hazards to achieve success. 

Unique to Race Craze are the booster pads that increase a player’s speed 
for X seconds. These are pivotal in helping players shave o� those 
all-important seconds and get the edge over their opponents.

Race Craze

Paint Rush 
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FARBO PRESALE

Farbo Multiplayer is coming fresh o� the back of Farbos World, which has passed the 10,000 downloads milestone 
and enjoys a thriving, ever-growing fanbase. While we have been thrilled to see such a warm reception to Farbo, the 
prospect of launching a multiplayer game without support is still beyond our grasp financially. 

That’s why we’re planning a presale period to fund the development of Farbo Multiplayer before it launches into 1.0. 
This is the first multiplayer game with a direct connection to Radix, and we’re excited to have you be a part of it!

PRE-SALE PHASES

Farbo Multiplayer’s pre-sale period will be split into five distinct phases, each defined by new games or standalone 
features. The first pre-sale phase will o�er 5 million FARBO and will be dedicated solely to Farbo Multiplayer. 

The next four pre-sale phases will be used to fund later, unannounced Farbo games and projects. As of yet, there is 
room for the community to inform and inspire the specifics of these projects. This possibility in particular excites us, 
as it’s the idea of community that drove us to create Farbo in the first place. From mobile games to large-scale 3D 
platformers on major consoles, the possibilities for Farbo are endless, and with Radix leading the FARBO coin at the 
heart of it all, there’s no telling where the future could lead.

The 1% fee that applies to transactions in all Farbo Multiplayer league 
games is key to rewarding our liquidity providers. We split this 1% into two 
parts:

1) 0.75% for direct liquidity provider rewards. This will be paid in the form 
of discounts via protocol-owned liquidity.

2) 0.25% for increasing Farbo’s value, thereby increasing the further 
rewards for liquidity providers. This added value will take the form of 
exciting airdrop events, limited-time tournaments, new features as well as 
the maintenance of Farbo's multiplayer platform. 

FARBO PRESALE CHART PHASE 1

Transparency in all things is vital, which is why we’re working with 
Christoph from @radix_staatenlos to act as trustee for the entire 
pre-sale process. Upon the passing of pre-arrange milestones, 
Christoph will release the relevant funds to the necessary parts of the 
Farbo development team. In doing this, we ensure that the funds are 
being used responsibly and properly. 

Development 40% (300,000 XRD / ~ $18,000)

2D & 3D Art 25% (187,500XRD / ~ $11,250)

Music/SFX 25% (187,500XRD / ~ $11,250)

Marketing 10% (75,000XRD / ~ $4500)

Total: 750,000XRD / ~ $45,000

ADVANTAGES FOR LIQUIDITY PROVIDERS

Please visit farbo.me


